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“SQUID GUTS!” 
Presented by Jenny Cook, Dauphin Island Sea Lab   

2008 NSTA National Conference – Boston, MA 
 

National Science Education Standards: 
Life Science Content Standard, Grades K-4:   Characteristics of organisms 
Life Science Content Standard, Grades 5-8:   Structure and function in living systems 
Life Science Content Standard, Grades 5-8:   Regulation and behavior 
 
Ocean Literacy Essential Principle: 
The ocean supports a great diversity of life and ecosystems. 
 
References & Resources: 
UCLA OceanGLOBE:  Invertebrates Lesson Plans – A Curriculum in Marine Sciences for Grades 4 - 8 
http://www.msc.ucla.edu/oceanglobe/pdf/Invertebrates/Inverts_Entire.pdf 

 
In Search of Giant Squid Curriculum Guide - Smithsonian 
http://www.sites.si.edu/exhibitions/gaint_squid_curriculum_guide.pdf 

 

Making a Foam Squid Puppet  
(This activity is designed for teachers to make  
a puppet that may be used in the classroom.) 

Materials: 
 Puppet pattern 
 1” inch thick urethane foam 
 ½” inch thick urethane foam  
    (Caution:  Keep in mind that urethane  
     foam is flammable.) 
 Industrial Strength Velcro® 
 Non-toxic adhesive 
 Non-toxic fabric paints (red & pink) 
 Empty 0.5L water bottle 
 String 
 Ping pong balls 
 Marbles 
 Tape 
 White knee-hi stockings 
 Polyester fiberfill 
 Toy beads 
 Black markers 
 Scissors 
 Clothes pins 
 gloves 

 
1. Trace pattern onto foam and cut out pieces.  (You may want to use the ½ inch foam 

for the ink sac, gills, and hearts.) 
2. Attach Velcro® to the edges of the mantle. 
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3. Use marker to “paint” ink sac black. 
4. Tie string around foam cut out of gills and hearts at designated areas. 
5. Glue the hearts to the inside of the mantle.  Allow time to set. 
6. Glue ink sac to the inside of the mantle.   Allow time to set. 
7. Use pink paint to draw suction cups on the arms and tentacles.  Allow to dry. 
8. Smear adhesive to short edges of buccal bulb.   It seems to work best if you let the 

adhesive become almost completely dry – just tacky to touch.  Once the glue sets to 
this stage, bring the edges together.   You may need to use a few clothes pins to hold 
them in place until the adhesive completely sets. 

9. Use adhesive to attach fins to the mantle.   Allow time for glue to set.   
10. Smear adhesive to edges of head (not tentacles).   Let the adhesive become almost 

completely dry – just tacky to touch.  Once the glue sets to this stage, bring the 
edges together.   You may need to use a few clothes pins to hold them in place until 
the adhesive completely sets. 

11. Fold siphon as indicated on pattern and glue.   You will probably need to attach. 
12. Paint red chromatophores on the outer surface of the mantle, fins, head, arms, and 

tentacles.   Allow to dry. 
13. Male Testes:  Cut knee-hi in half.   Fill one half with polyester fiberfill and tie open 

ends.  Fill the other with cut strings and tie ends. 
14. Female Nidamental Glands:  Fill knee-hi with fiberfill and tie at open end.  Twist in 

middle.   Fold in half and glue together.  Secure with rubber band until set. 
15. Female Eggs:  Cut knee-hi in half and fill one piece with toy beads.  Tie open end. 
16. Cut base of water bottle to form 2 beaks.   Wear protective gloves and take extra 

care.  Use marker to darken tips. 
17.  Pierce ping pong ball and use scissor edge to carve a hole large enough for a marble 

to pass.   Wear protective gloves and take extra care.  Draw black pupil on ping 
pong ball to represent eye pupil.   Insert in eye opening in head. 

18. Assemble squid.   Decide whether or not it will be a male or female.  It is ready for 
use in your classroom. 

 
A note about adhesives:  Many adhesives are toxic and have noxious fumes.  Non-toxic, 
low odor adhesives are available.    
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Making a Paper Squid Puppet  
Materials: 
 Toilet paper roll 
 Squid pattern and parts 
 Paper clips 
 Red Crayon 
 Tape 
 Wiggle eyes with adhesive on back 
 Drinking straw cut about 1inch long 
 
1. Cut toilet paper tube all the way up one side.   
2. Cut out squid pattern and parts. 
3. Color chromatophores on squid side opposite the suction cups. 
4. Tape outer squid body to toilet paper roll and secure sides.   
5. Attach fins to outer body. 
6. Select the internal anatomy card for either a male or female.   Tape to the inside of 

the paper roll.   If a female is selected, tape one side of the nidamental gland over 
the hearts.   This will allow for viewing organs beneath it. 

7. Curl attached head and tape.  Attach straw to outside of head for siphon. 
8. Apply wiggle eyes. 
9. Closing the body:  Slip a paper clip under the outer body covering but over the paper 

roll of one side and attach it to the other.   Repeat this at the other end. 
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Chromatophores Slide  
Materials: 
 Patterns 
 Scissors 
 Tape 
 Hole punch 

 
1. Cut where designated.  Use hole punch to cut openings.           
     Fold slightly at the chromatophore and cut a half circle. 
2.  Fold squid paper where designated and tape unfolded edges together. 
3.  Cut darkened chromatophore strip and insert into folded squid.  Slide back   
     and forth to turn on and off chromatophores. 
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Squid Ink  

Materials: 
 Beral pipet 
 Squid Cut Out 
 Tape 
 Scissors 
 Food coloring 
 Clear plastic cups 
 Water 

 
1. Cut small squid and tape to tip of pipet.         
2. Mix food coloring to get as close to black as possible. 
3. Pull a few drops of food coloring into pipet. 
4. Submerged squid/pipet into cup of water. 
5. Squeeze pipet and watch the squid squirt ink!    
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